Abstract-A weakly coupled quantum dot is used to control the transmission from a photonic crystal resonator into a photonic crystal waveguide. On-chip integration of local temperature tuning elements and efficient out-coupling with an integrated grating structure are demonstrated.
I. INTRODUCTION
The photonic crystal (PC) platform enables robust integration of optical resonators and quantum dots (QDs) into optical networks for classical and quantum information processing [1] , [2] . Recently it has been theoretically predicted [3] that a quantum dot weakly coupled to a resonator can control the transmission through a resonator, as long as the system is in the strong Purcell regime (g 2 /κγ > 1, where γ is the QD decay into modes other than the cavity mode, κ is the cavity field decay rate and g is the coupling between the cavity and the quantum dot). This is especially important for the integrated structures, where cavities are coupled to waveguides, as such coupling degrades κ. We refer to such dipole assisted control of the photon transmission through a cavity as the dipole induced transparency. Previous experiments on dipole induced transparency have been done on single cavities with coupled quantum dots [4] , [5] , [6] . In this experiment we take the first step in building integrated photonic crystal cavity-waveguide structures where the transmission through the cavity is controlled via a quantum dot.
II. DESIGN OF THE INTEGRATED PHOTONIC CRYSTAL DEVICE
We designed a photonic crystal device that consists of a linear three-hole defect cavity [7] that is butt coupled to a PC waveguide with a two-hole separation [8] . The device is further integrated with a metal heating pad that enables local temperature tuning of the QD and cavity resonance via external laser beams [9] , [4] . To couple light from the photonic crystal waveguide out of the plane of the chip, we designed the grating outcoupler shown in Fig.1(b) . The grating outcoupler consists of a λ/(2n) pitch grating that causes destructive interference in the forward propagation direction and scatters most of the light into the collection lens. This allows us to measure the transmission of a probe beam injected into the cavity from the top, then coupled into the waveguide and outcoupled by the grating. The measurement principle is depicted in Fig.2 . 
III. EXPERIMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION
The photonic crystal device was fabricated in a 150nm thick GaAs membrane. The sample was placed inside a continuous flow liquid helium cryostat and the measurements were performed using an experimental setup similar to that described in Ref. [4] . Using above-band photoluminescence (PL) under weak excitation, we measured Q = 6140 for the cavity quality factor, and a quantum dot weakly coupled to the cavity resonance was identified. The photoluminescence spectrum collected from the grating while locally tuning the temperature is shown in Fig.3(a-d) . Since the cavity-QD system is in the weak coupling regime, the spectrum does not show polariton anticrossing [9] .
Transmission measurements were performed using a laser whose relative wavelength with respect to the cavity and quantum dot frequency is marked in Fig.3(a) . First the laser was coupled into the cavity. Once coupled, a small aperture A heating laser controls the device temperature thus changing the resonance frequency of the cavity and the quantum dots coupled to it [9] . A probe laser is injected into the cavity from the top. The cavity field couples to the waveguide mode and then it is scattered from the grating outcoupler into the collection lens. The transmission function of the cavity can be analyzed for different frequencies of the resonator, quantum dot and probe laser. Comparison between the photoluminescence spectra collected from the top of the cavity and the grating outcoupler. The two spectra were taken using a small aperture to collect only the photoluminescence from the area of interest.
was used to collect only the laser light transmitted from the cavity into the waveguide and then scattered by the grating. The experimental data for the device transmission is shown in Fig.3(e) . The data shows the Lorentzian transmission function of the cavity with an abrupt drop in transmission caused by the weakly coupled quantum dot via dipole induced transparency [3] .
IV. CONCLUSION
In conclusion we show that dipole induced transparency can be used to control the transmission from a photonic crystal cavity into a waveguide. This represents the first step toward integrated information processing devices where the flow of light is controlled via the photon -quantum dot interaction.
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